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This study guide is designed to fit the needs of various ages and study habits and is ideal for

personal, class or family study. We have taken every chapter in 1 Nephi - Mosiah and provided

study pages to help you really dig in and study every single verse! This study guide contains 116

pages of study pages and over 50 more note pages where you can record your valuable insights. If

you like to doodle and draw - then you can fill your pages with doodles and drawings! Another

person may want to write in great detail. Another may make lists, draw diagrams, etc. You can

customize this study guide to your own personal preferences! We have provided you many

diagrams to help you follow story lines, lineage, doctrines, etc. Also included are explanation pages.

For example, there is a page that explains the history of Jerusalem, and another page that explains

"The House of Israel". These pages will offer you valuable insights that you can easily reference as

you are studying your Book of Mormon! Besides being a helpful study guide, this journal also

provides a place for you to record what you are learning and leave a history of your thoughts and

insights as you study your Book of Mormon.
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This book has really helped me slow down and pick apart each verse of scripture and has increased

my understanding. I meet with a group of friends twice a month to discuss what we've learned while

studying using this guide.



I read the author's website where she tells her story of creating this book to help with finances for

her family. Because she is a former seminary teacher, I expected the content to be very good. I am

thoroughly disappointed.Here is why:1. The book is only 170 pages long, AND of those, nearly

60-70 are just lined paper for your to writer your thoughts. Thus, the book is really only about 100

pages. Of those 100 pages, most of those are just boxes for you to "doodle" or write in.2. Very few

pages have information on them, most of the book is just pages cut into boxes for you "doodle" our

thoughts.$16 is a very high price for what you actually get. If there was more actual "study guide" I

might feel it was worth the price. Save $15 and use a $0.99 ruled notebook with more pages,

instead.I gave it a good try and worked with the book through 1 Nephi 17, but today, I realize, it's

time to return to a notebook that allows me to write as much or little as I want to and find an actual

"study guide" that really is what it says it is.Unless you know this woman and want to support her

financially, I'd say save your money and buy a real "study guide" or a less expensive notebook.

This book is amazing. Everyone I know absolutely loves it. It is not your typical study guide where

she tells you what she thinks about verses, rather the book helps YOU slow down and write your

own thoughts and commentary. I love the additional note pages in the back because I often need

more space to write more thoughts and commentary.I love this book for so many reasons, but

mostly:1- STORY MAPSI have never been able to follow the story lines until I got this book. She

visually lays out the storylines. I am picking up on so many additional principles because of them.2-

ISAIAHI FINALLY understand the Isaiah chapters! She gives you tips so YOU can understand for

yourself. In fact I absolutely love these chapters, where before I didn't get them.3- THIS BOOK

HELPS YOU SLOW DOWNInstead of reading a chapter at a time, this book helps you focus on

doctrines and principles that you find while you are studying. I read another review that says she

studies with this book for 2 hours every morning. I have done that too! I get so caught up in what I

am finding that I spend a really long time studying.I will be giving a lot of these books for Christmas

gifts!!* Oh, and I read a review mentioning that the front cover looks scratched - that was because it

was a chalkboard background, but it looks like they redid the cover so it isn't like that anymore. My

last two orders (I give this book out a lot) wasn't like that anymore.

I'm shocked at the 1 star review and the people giving it bad ratings. I was amazed at the quality of

this book when it first arrived. It's gorgeous and very sturdy.I show this book to everyone who is

interested in furthering their bible study. I am totally impressed with the work that went into this. As



someone new to the Mormon religion this has been an invaluable tool for me to be led in study of

the Book of Mormon. Each page is something different, which is amazing to me I was expecting at

least every 5,10, or maybe 20 pages it would repeat itself but it never does,which I love! Some

pages are set up similar but the content on them is complete custome to what ever scripture it's

covering. I think the people who are stating "save your money and buy a cheap notebook" are

crazy!

This book is amazing. It really helps me enjoy reading the scriptures.

First off thank you Shannon Foster! I was having a rough time feeling motivated to read the Book of

Mormon and seeing this book online changed so much for me!*Readers of this review note that that

there are 170 pages in this study guide and from page 117 on it is a journal with lined pages. I love

this feature because it means this study guide doubles as a spiritual journal and I can correspond

the page number of the journal to the page of the study guide I am working on.I have learned and

thought of things using this study guide that I have never considered before although I have read

the Book of Mormon many times and even served as a missionary. I love that there are also things

to color because I get to use my colored pencils AND have spiritual insights! I LOVE this study

guide!

You could say Foster's little book is more like a workbook than a study guide, per se, but only if you

wanted to be picky. I'm a middle-aged mom & I love the format of this study guide, which makes me

s-l-o-o-o-w way down to dissect every chapter verse or small groupings of verses bit by bit. The

included maps and diagrams help you visualize the BoM lands, the few pages that provide

additional information of background material don't take over your study. I actually appreciate the

pages aren't covered with tons of General Authority quotes or references to other manuals. Instead,

questions are asked to get you thinking about how YOU may interpret the scriptures. There is quite

enough room for you to add the extra stuff (cross references, GA quotes, references), if you want

though. I can't wait to have the full set of D & C & Old & New Testaments.
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